
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stand 20 Additions, Clerkenwell Design Week 19th-21st May 2015 
SITselect, in collaboration with Charlotte Abrahams, is delighted to present This is Craft, 
a curation of beautiful and skilfully formed work from three of the UK’s most exciting 
and innovative makers - ceramicist Billy Lloyd, colour and material designer Gemma 
Kay Waggett and designer Joe Hartley. 

Billy Lloyd is an award-winning designer and maker of ceramic tableware and interior 
accessories.  A practitioner of exceptional skill, Billy pushes the boundaries of his craft 
to explore how it can be beautifully and practically applied in domestic, public and 
commercial contexts.  He creates functional pieces, which combine the visceral 
vocabulary of craft with the industrial language of manufacture. As celebrated by his 
recent QEST Scholarship, Billy has developed an innovative and ambitious style of 
working through a hands-on understanding of ceramic materials and processes.   
Subsequently, Billy has created a diverse portfolio of bespoke and exclusive products 
as a result of numerous collaborations with international retailers, luxury brands, 
restaurants and hotels, architects and private collectors. 
 

 
                                                       Terracotta Bowls and Ceramic Beakers by Billy Lloyd 
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Gemma Kay Waggett studied Printed Textiles at Central Saint Martins before 
completing her MA in Mixed Media Textiles at the Royal College of Art, graduating in 
2014.  Inspired by visual journeys, the world around her and how traditional techniques 
can be reinterpreted for future environments, she carefully combines layers of colour, 
pattern and shape to create embroidered and printed textile outcomes. Gemma is 
also the occasional shopkeeper behind Nothing but Navy, the lifestyle pop up brand 
she founded in 2011. 
      

          
                             Beyond Woven Textile and Bench by Gemma Kay Waggett 

Joe Hartley is a designer based in Manchester. In his workshop he uses refreshingly low 
tech processes to work wood, cloth and clay. The playful objects he makes are the 
result of an overwhelming interest and curiosity in the simplest of day to day tasks. 
Before working with materials Joe worked with ingredients, first as a butcher and then 
in a bakery. There is strong evidence of these earlier roles in his current work, in form, 
function and a complete honesty to the material. Joe often goes by the title of the 
Butcher, Baker, Designer, Maker. 
 

                          
                                 Ceramic Coffee Pots and Wooden Tongs by Joe Hartley 



 

 

SITselect works to create opportunities for artists to develop their creative practices. 
Established in 2005, our aim is to celebrate the contemporary applied arts through 
exhibitions, festivals, showcases and the bi-annual Selected Journal.   

Charlotte Abrahams is a writer and curator specialising in design and the applied arts. 
She is co-editor of the Selected Journal. 

 

For more information please contact: 

SITselect +44(0)1453 751056; www.sitselect.org 

Charlotte Abrahams +44(0)7790 975286; www.charlotteabrahams.com 

Billy Lloyd +44(0)7884 432021; www.billylloyd.co.uk 

Gemma Kay Waggett +44(0)7725128909; www.gemmakaywaggett.com 

Joe Hartley +44(0)7955 365563; www.makers-dozen.com; www.josephhartley.co.uk 
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